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Overview of this talk 

•  General introduction to CASA 

•  Documentation and web resources 

•  Starting CASA 

•  Tasks, tools, and applications 

•  Structure of measurement sets and associated data 

•  CASA data selection syntax 
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General description 
•  CASA: Common Astronomy Software Applications 

–  Post-processing package for next gen facilities like ALMA and VLA,         
and both interferometric and single dish 

–  Data from other telescopes also usually work 

–  Developed at NRAO (lead), ESO, NAOJ, CSIRO/ATNF and ASTRON 

–  Active in community since October 2007 

•  Code is C++ (fast) underneath iPython interface (easy access & scripting) 

•  Latest CASA release is version 4.5.2 
–  Many tasks and a lot of tools 
–  Contains automated calibration pipeline 

http://casa.nrao.edu 
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•  New releases about every 6 months (typically May and November) 

–  Also “monthly” versions that are markers on path to next release 
with more functionality, but likely contain unfinished developments, 
less tested code, and no up-to-date documentation 

•  Latest version 4.5.2 runs on: 
–  Red Hat Linux 6 and 5 (64-bit) 
–  Mac OS X 10.10 (Yosemite 64-bit) and 10.9 (Mavericks 64-bit) 
–  May also work on other systems, see website for details 
–  4.6.0 is planned to run on Mac OS X 10.11 (El Capitan) 
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CASA releases 
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Why use CASA? 

•  Import data, inspect, edit, calibrate, image, view, analyze 

–  CASA has some of the most sophisticated imaging algorithms           
(multi-scale clean, Taylor term expansion for wide bandwidths,                
W-term projection, OTF mosaicking, etc.) 

 

•  We have an active Algorithm Research Group, so expect more 
features in future versions… 



CASA documentation and web resources 
http://casa.nrao.edu 
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CASA documentation and web resources 
http://casa.nrao.edu 
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CASA documentation and web resources 
http://casa.nrao.edu 
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CASA documentation and web resources 
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•  CASAguides Wiki contains fully annotated scripts & screen shots  

http://casaguides.nrao.edu 
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Starting CASA 

•  Start CASA from the UNIX shell: 

% casa 

•  Session logging: 

–   ipython-TIMESTAMP.log 

     iPython command history 
 

–   casapy-TIMESTAMP.py 

     CASA logger messages 

     LOGGER 
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CASA interactive interface 

•  iPython interface (ipython.org) provides: 

–  Numbered input/output 

–  Shell access with leading exclamation mark, e.g. !pwd (or os.system) 

–  Tab auto-completion 

–  Auto-parenthesis 

–  Command history (up-arrow or hist [-n]) 

–  History/searching (start typing then use up-arrow, or use Ctrl-r) 

•  Some python tips: 

–  Indentation matters, used for loops & conditions (beware copy paste) 

–  Indices start from 0 and run to n-1 
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CASA tasks, tools, and applications 

TASKS 
–  High-level functionality (set parameters and press go) 

–  These are what you will probably use most 
 

TOOLS 
–  Provide access to complete functionality of CASA 

–  Used internally by tasks 

–  Sometimes shown in tutorial scripts 
 

APPLICATIONS 
–  Typically used to view data (tables, images) 

–  Can be invoked inside CASA or as standalone programs 



Find the right task 

To see an organized list, type: 
 

> tasklist 
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Find the right task 

To see short summaries, type: 
 

> taskhelp 
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Inspect task inputs: 
> inp clean 

 

Black: default value 
 

Red: invalid value 
 

Blue: non-default value 
 

Reset defaults: 
 > default clean 

 
Grey: expandable 
 

Grey: expandable 
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Task interface 



Green: sub-parameter 
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Task interface 

Grey: expandable 
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Task help 

Type: 
> help clean 
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How to run a task 

•  Task interface 

–  Use inp taskname to see list of parameters 

–  Set (global) parameters one at a time 

–  Useful for interactive work, exploring parameters 

–  Recover previous parameters using tget taskname (antonym tput) 

•  iPython command line 

–  Set all parameters at once 

–  Useful for scripting 

•  Copy-paste into a text or .py file to keep record of processing 

> inp listobs 
> vis = ‘mydata.ms’ 
> listfile = ‘outfile.txt’ 
> inp 
> go 

> listobs(vis=‘mydata.ms’,listfile=‘outfile.txt’) 

> execfile(‘commands.py’) 
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Some things to note about running tasks 

•  Some tasks return a dictionary 

•  Command line execution will ignore global parameters 

–  Unspecified parameters will be set to their default values 

 
 

–  Exception is if global parameter is explicitly referenced 

> results = imstat() 

> field=‘3C286’ 
> listobs(vis=‘mydata.ms’,listfile=‘outfile.txt’,field=field) 

field will 
be ignored 
here (set 
to default) 

> field=‘3C286’ 
> listobs(vis=‘mydata.ms’,listfile=‘outfile.txt’) 
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Tools 

•  What if there’s no task? 

à  Use CASA tools! 

•  Tools (and their methods) are the building blocks of tasks 

–  Contain full functionality of CASA 

–  Used internally by tasks 

–  E.g. imaging utilities (im), table utilities (tb), … 



Find the right tool 

To see short summaries, type: 
 

> toolhelp 
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Using tools and their methods 

•  Tools contain a number of methods 

–  Access using tool.method() 

–  Use tab-completion to see listing 

•  Typically, data must be opened and closed (unlike tasks) 

–  Failure to close may block other tasks and clutter memory 

> ia.open(‘image.im’) 
> ia.regrid(outfile=‘out.im’,…) 
> ia.close() 
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CASA toolkit reference manual 

•  There’s a good chance your problem 
can be solved on the tool level, don’t be 
afraid to use this resource! 

•  >1000 tool methods available 

•  See CASA toolkit reference manual: 

http://casa.nrao.edu/docs/CasaRef/CasaRef.html 
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Still searching for functionality? 

•  Look through contributed scripts and tasks at: 

                 http://casaguides.nrao.edu/ 

•  If you still can’t find what you need, write your own task! 

–  Combination of Python plus CASA toolkit is very powerful 

–  We encourage you to submit your own scripts to us 

–  See instructions at link above 



•  Typically used to display data (tables, images) 

–  Some editing capabilities 

•  Can be invoked inside CASA or as standalone programs from shell 
 

•  Visibilities: msview, plotms (standalone % casaplotms) 

•  Any table data: browsetable (standalone % casabrowser) 

•  Calibration tables: plotcal (eventually plotms) 

•  Images: imview, viewer (standalone % casaviewer) 

•  Single dish: sdplot 

•  Don’t forget about full functionality of python! e.g. matplotlib 
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Applications 
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MSView 
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PlotMS 
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Plotcal 
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•  Image Viewer 

Image Viewer 
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Image Viewer 

•  Cubes 
•  Movies 
•  Channel maps 

Right Ascension 

D
ec

lin
at

io
n 
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•  Displaying cubes 
•  Movies 
•  Channel maps 

Right Ascension 

D
ec

lin
at
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n 

Image Viewer 
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Plot anything - matplotlib 
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Data structures 

•  Observatory data stored in (A)SDM format, CASA uses measurement sets 
–  Use importasdm for ALMA, importevla for EVLA/JVLA, etc. 

•  Measurement set contains visibilities 
     Calibration information stored in calibration tables (not in ms) 
     Images are in CASA image format 
      
•  All of these are directories which contain the necessary information 

–  Copying requires recursive option (!cp –r) 

•  Delete tables using rmtables(‘mydata.ms’) 
    !rm –rf or os.system(‘rm –rf mydata.ms’) may also work, 
    but could leave traces in the cache 
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Inspect a measurement set (ms) 

•  Contains visibilities (and flags) stored in MAIN table within table.* files 

•  Also contains sub-tables, e.g. FIELD, SOURCE, WEATHER, … 



MS MAIN table contents 
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Inspect with task browsetable (or standalone % casabrowser) 



MS MAIN table contents 
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Inspect with task browsetable (or standalone % casabrowser) 
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MS columns & calibration tables 

Measurement Set 
 
 
 

DATA column 
(never altered) 
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MS columns & calibration tables 

Calibration table #1 
 Measurement Set 

 
 
 

DATA column 
(never altered) 
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MS columns & calibration tables 

Calibration table #1 
 

Calibration table #2 
 

Measurement Set 
 
 
 

DATA column 
(never altered) 
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MS columns & calibration tables 

Calibration table #1 
 

Calibration table #2 
 

Calibration table #N 
 

Measurement Set 
 
 
 

DATA column 
(never altered) 
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MS columns & calibration tables 

Calibration table #1 
 

Calibration table #2 
 

Calibration table #N 
 

Measurement Set 
 
 
 

 

DATA column 
(never altered) 

 

CORRECTED_DATA column 
(result of applycal) 
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MS columns & calibration tables 

Calibration table #1 
 

Calibration table #2 
 

Calibration table #N 
 

Measurement Set 
 
 
 
 
 

 

DATA column 
(never altered) 

 

MODEL_DATA column 
(result of fluxscale) 

 

CORRECTED_DATA column 
(result of applycal) 

 

(note: data size tripled) 
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MS data selection syntax 
•  You can select subset of visibilities to perform actions on: 

–  Antennas, baselines, frequencies, time, polarization, etc. 

•  The standard CASA selection syntax is the following: 

–  Use tilde (~) for inclusive range, e.g. spw=‘0~3’ 

–  Use comma (,) for separator, e.g. spw=‘0~3,7,11’ 

–  Use colon (:) for spw channelization, e,g. spw=‘0:0~40,3:20~40’ 

–  Use semicolon (;) for spw channel separator, e.g. spw=‘0:0~10;20;25’ 

–  Use asterisk (*) for wildcard, e.g. field=‘3C*’ 

–  Use exclamation mark (!) for omission, e.g. antenna=‘!ea05’ 

–  Use less than (<) or greater than (>) for selection, e.g. uvrange=‘<1000m’ 

•  For full syntax details type help par.selectdata or see:      
     http://www.nrao.edu/~sbhatnag/misc/msselection/msselection.html  
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MS data selection syntax: Examples 

•   field (spatial) 

–  String with source name or field ID (checks former 1st) 

•  Beware field names that are integers 

–  Examples: field=‘1331+305’ ; field=‘3C*’ ; field=‘0,1,4~5’ 

•   spw (spectral) 

–  String with spectral window ID plus channels 

–  Examples: spw=‘0:10~20;45,4~5:35~45;50~70’ ; spw=‘*:10~80’ ;             

            spw=‘1421Mhz:10~20;50,5:1.6~1.7GHz’ 
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MS data selection syntax: Examples 

•   timerange (spatial) 

–  String with date/time range in format T0~T1 

–  Can give T0+dT, where missing parts of T1 default to T0 

–  Example: timerange = ‘2014/10/21/01:00:00~06:30:00’ 

•   antenna 

–  String with antenna name or ID (checks former 1st) 

•  Beware VLA name 1-27, these have ID’s 0-26 

–  & = CC only , && = CC+AC , &&& = AC only 

–  Examples: antenna = ‘1~5,8’ ; antenna=‘!ea01&ea10’ ;  
      antenna=‘ea05&&&’ 
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MS data selection syntax: Examples 

•   scan – the scan numbers (an execution sequence) 

–  e.g. scan=‘3~14’ 

•   correlation – polarization products 

–  e.g. correlation=‘RR,LL,LR’ 

•   uvrange – select on uv range 

–  e.g. uvrange=‘30~3000m’ ; uvrange=‘<1000m’ 
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Need help? 
•  Helpdesk:    https://help.nrao.edu 

•  Questions can cover: 
–  CASA problems 
–  Calibration/imaging questions 
–  Submit bug reports and suggestions 
–  (Other issues, e.g. account/log-in info, proposal submission, etc.) 

•  When submitting a ticket, provide as much detail as possible: 
–  CASA version 
–  Operating system 
–  Commands entered 
–  Project ID (if relevant) 
–  Scripts you followed from CASAguides (if relevant) 
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CASA documentation and web resources 

http://casa.nrao.edu 

–  Installation details 

–  CASA reference manual and cookbook (large but detailed!) 

–  CASAguides (tutorials) 

–  Task and tool reference manuals 

–  Links to Python tutorials and references  

–  Helpdesk 

–  NRAO science user forum 

–  Sign up to mailing lists to receive updates 


